8.4 Probability and Counting Techniques
Examples: Suzy sees a bag containing 4 red marbles, 3 green marbles, 2 white marbles, and 1 purple
marble. She grabs 5 of them. Find the probabilities of the following events, expressing each as a fraction
in lowest terms.
1. She has all the red ones.

2. She has none of the red ones.

3. She has at least 1 white one.

4. She has 2 reds and 1 of each other color.

5. She has at most 1 green one.

Examples: Poker is a game that consists of dealing 5 cards at random from a standard deck of 52. Find
the probability of each hand.

1. Two of a kind: 2 cards with the same denomination and 3 cards with other denominations
(different from each other and different from the pair).

2. Three of a kind: 3 cards of the same denomination and 2 cards with other denominations.

3. Two pair: 2 cards with one denomination, 2 cards with another, and 1 with a third.

Example: A test has three parts. Part A consists of eight true-false questions, Part B consists of five
multiple choice questions with five choices each, and Part C requires you to match five questions with
five different answers one-to-one. Assuming that you make random guesses in filling out your answer
sheet, what is the probability that you will earn 100% on the test?

Example: The Random Example Lottery requires you to select a sequence of three different numbers
from 0 through 49. (Order is important.) You are a Winner if your sequence agrees with that in the
drawing, and you are a Booby Prize Winner if your selection of number is correct, but in the wrong
order. What is the probability of being a Winner? What is the probability of being a Booby Prize Winner?
What is the probability that you are either a Winner or a Booby Prize Winner?

